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 Ramping up Cononish 

AIM listed Scotgold Resources is Scotland’s first commercial gold producer operating 
the wholly owned high grade Cononish underground gold mine hosting ~200koz gold 
at 11.1g/t in mineral reserves. Located in an environmentally sensitive region of the 
Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park, the team has established a good working 
relationship with the Park Board. The team uses cyanide free on-site processing with 
gold production coming in the form of gravity and flotation concentrates. The mine 
poured first gold in Nov/20 and is in the middle of the phased ramp up plan targeting 
expanded 6ktpm (~+20kozpa) run rates in 2023. 

• We release our earnings estimates and update our valuation after the Company 
reported Q4/21 operational results and provided reviewed Cononish production 
ramp up guidance last week. 

Production hit record monthly rates in December as underground development 
helps mining rates and processing plant moves closer to Phase 1 run rates 

• Q4/21 production totalled 1.5koz gold and 7.2koz silver with December month 
delivering record output since commissioning in Nov/20 delivering ~45% of 
quarterly production (~0.7koz). 

• The processing plant treated ~6.2kt during the quarter as underground 
development and production was negatively impacted in November by Covid-19 
related issues for explosives affecting the pace of blasting and ore extraction. 
Issues have been addressed since then as seen by 2.5kt processed and record 
monthly gold production in December. 

Ramp up guidance – Phase 1 3ktpm in Q1/22, 4ktpm in Q2/22, 4.5ktpm in Q4/22 and 
Phase 2 6ktpm end of Q1/23 

• The team aims to reach Phase 1 3ktpm (~1.0kozpm/11kozpa output rate) in Q1/22. 

• The Company has put in place a new Optimisation Phase Production plan aimed at 
gradually debottlenecking mining and processing plant operations to ramp up run 
rates from Phase 1 3ktpm capacity to reach 4ktpm by the end of Q2/22, 4.5ktpm 
in Q4/22 and ultimately reaching Phase 2 6kptm (~23kozpa) by the end of Q1/23. 

• A low cost expansion of the tailings thickener capacity (~£0.4m) should allow 
expand throughput to 4.5ktpm this year. Additionally, the Company is looking at 
an option to install an ore sorter (~£1.0m) between the existing crusher unit 
(already installed 6ktpm) and the mill (3ktpm) designed to upgrade the mill feed to 
match the existing milling capacity and avoid expansion of the mill. Fine fraction 
separated in an ore sorter can be used as mine backfill while lower volumes of 
tailings generated post mill means that currently permitted tailings can potentially 
support new reserves and expansion of the life of mine. 

• At the mine, the team is planning to access the second cut and fill stope in Q2/22 
and switch to a cheaper long hole stoping in Q3/22. Mining equipment to support 
Phase 2 rates is in place with underground development works focussed on 
increasing the number of active mine faces to support higher throughput rates to 
be ready in Q3/21, ahead of the plant capacity expansion. 

Production guidance - 1.4-2.2koz in Q1/22, 16.0-17.5kozpa rate by Q4/22 and Phase 
2 23.5kozpa rate by the end of Q1/23 

• Based on the above guidance, we estimate ~15koz GE in CY22e (mostly gold with 
silver accounting for just 5% of GE) and production weighed towards H2/22.  
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• CY23e at ~25koz GE as higher grade early bumps up output above ~23koz LOM 
average. 

• During the CY22 transitory year we estimate AISC to average ~£700/oz and move 
towards guided £550/oz at 23kozpa reflecting higher production run rates. 
Additionally, the Company is likely to connect Cononish to the power grid in 
CY23/24 that should further help costs lower as well as improve environmental 
profile of the operation. 

£5m refinancing of the Bridge Barn loan improves Scotgold liquidity position and 
clears runway to ramp up production at Cononish 

• During the ramp up phase, the Company agreed a restructuring of the outstanding 
£7.5m Bridge Barn loan as well as agreed an additional £0.5m facility (3 year loan, 
9% interest to be paid quarterly) provided by Mrs Jane Styslinger a related party of 
Non-Executive Director Mr Bill Styslinger, to cover working capital requirements. 

• A new £5.0m loan is provided by Bridge Barn, a company owned by Nathaniel le 
Roux (Scotgold NED and major shareholder holding >40% interest in the Company), 
to repay £4m along with accumulated interest. 

• The restructuring allows the Company to avoid repayment of £4m (plus 
accumulated interest) that were due in May/22 and Oct/22 offering more financial 
flexibility. 

• The loan is repayable by Jan/25, carries a 9% interest (unchanged from previous 
rate), to be paid quarterly and takes total outstanding debt to Bridge Barn to £8.5m 
with terms of the remaining £3.5m of the facility remaining unchanged. 

Potential to expand the life of mine at Cononish flagged subject to drill testing on 
strike and down dip extensions  

• The Company believes there is significant potential to increase the resource of 
Cononish expanding the life of mine past currently estimated 8.5y. The team 
highlighted the presence of several areas that have not previously been tested as 
well as a potential for the extension of the resource along strike and down dip. 

• Cononish reserves currently stand at ~200koz gold and ~850koz silver (Jan/15). To 
reflect the LOM extension upside we estimated value contribution potential from 
doubling the current reserves of ~£70m using ~8y LOM, 22kozpa and AISC 
~£550/oz. We adjusted it by a 0.25x factor (ie ~£17m NAV contribution) to reflect 
“concept” stage of the expansion and account for geological, permitting and 
operational risks. 

Valuation: Ramping up Cononish is taking longer than expected but it looks like the 
team is progressively addressing mining and processing plant bottlenecks with run 
rates planned to accelerate through CY22 on course for Phase 2 6ktpm/~23kozpa by 
the end of Q1/23.  

We estimate Phase 2 to generate ~£20mpa in EBITDA and ~£14mpa in FCF (+60% 
EBITDA margin and +30% FCF yield at 77p share price) at guided £550/oz AISC and 
using our long term gold price assumption of £1,350/oz ($1,900/oz at 1.4 FX). 

Liquidity position has been improved with CY22 debt repayments pushed out to Jan/25 
allowing the team to fully focus on ramp up schedule that is central to rerating of the 
Company. 

Our valuation does not include any upside from a potential discovery at the Grampian 
Project comprising 13 licenses over ~2,900km2 across prospective Dalradian Belt with 
most of the ground (85%) located outside the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs national 
Park. 

We have not included any premium for gravity gold produced from Cononish at this 
point either with most of production coming in the form of gold rich concentrate but 
that may change once gravity circuit contribution improves potentially translating into 
higher realised gold prices. Previous Cononish mine plan guided for up to ~25% of 
annual production in the form of gravity gold with the management previously 
reporting significant premiums offered by local jewellers for Scotland sourced gold. 
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We maintain our BUY recommendation with an updated 162p NAVPS reflecting 
latest gold price/production/costs estimates as well as Cononish LOM extension 
potential and highlight significant scope for rerating as the team delivers on the laid 
out ramp up plan. 

 

 

 

(Jun year end)   FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Gold price US$/oz 1,563 1,850 1,847 1,900 1,900 
Gold price GBP/oz 1,240 1,372 1,336 1,357 1,357 
AUDGBP A$/£ 1.88 1.81 1.88 1.90 1.90 
GE sales koz - - 7.8 19.5 26.6 
AISC GBP/oz - - 1,062 571 524 
Sales A$m - 0.3 19.8 50.4 68.6 
EBITDA A$m -1.6 -2.7 3.9 27.9 44.0 
PAT A$m -2.5 -5.0 0.2 18.5 26.5 
Basic EPS A$c -5.0 -9.3 0.3 31.1 44.5 
FCF A$m -10.0 -12.9 -3.5 15.7 26.7 
EV/EBITDA x - - 27.7 3.9 2.5 
PER x - - 610.0 5.0 3.5 

Source: SP Angel, Company       
       
Output/earnings estimates    FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Gold price $/oz   1,847 1,900 1,900 
USDGBP $/£   1.38 1.40 1.40 
Gold price GBP/oz   1,336 1,357 1,357 
Throughput kt   29.7 57.5 72.0 
Grade g/t   9.7 11.7 12.7 
Gold sales koz   7.4 18.7 25.4 
Silver sales koz   30.1 71.6 96.9 
GE sales koz   7.8 19.5 26.6 
AISC GBP/oz   1,062 571 524 
Revenue GBPm   10.5 26.5 36.1 
EBITDA  GBPm   2.1 14.7 23.2 
EBITDA margin x   0.20 0.55 0.64 
FCF GBPm   -1.9 8.3 14.1 

Source: SP Angel, Company       
       
Valuation Method NPV 100% Interest P/NAV GBPm GBp/shr 

Cononish Base Case DCF5% 96.1 100% 1.00 96.1 159 
Cononish LOM Expansion DCF5% 68.1 100% 0.25 17.0 28 
Project Value         113.1 187 
Adjustments       
Net cash/(debt)     -8.9 -15 
Corporate & other costs     -6.2 -10 
Company NAV         98.0 162 

Source: SP Angel       
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SP Angel Earnings Summary 
      

 
A$m unless stated (YE Jun) 

      
Market data     

 
Operating metrics   FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Ticker 
 

SGZ LN 
 
USDGBP 

 
1.26 1.35 1.38 1.40 1.40 

Last price GBp 82 
 
AUDGBP 

 
1.88 1.81 1.88 1.90 1.90 

Target price GBp 162 
 
Gold price spot US$/oz 1,563 1,850 1,847 1,900 1,900 

Rec 
 

BUY 
 
Gold price spot GBP/oz 1,240 1,372 1,336 1,357 1,357 

GBPUSD 
 

1.36 
 
GE sales koz - - 7.8 19.5 26.6 

AUDUSD 
 

1.38 
 
AISC GBP/oz - - 1,062 571 524 

Mkt cap GBPm 48.8 
 
Income Statement   FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

 
USDm 66.4 

 
Revenues  - 0.3 19.8 50.4 68.6 

EV GBPm 57.7 
 
EBITDA  -1.6 -2.7 3.9 27.9 44.0 

 
USDm 78.5 

 
margin  - - 20% 55% 64% 

Av # of sh in issue mln 59.5 
 
EBIT  -2.3 -4.1 1.7 21.5 33.9 

Av # traded, 100d mln 0.08 
 
Net Interest  -0.2 -0.8 -1.5 -1.5 -1.2 

 
   

PBT  -2.5 -5.0 0.2 20.0 32.7 

    
Tax  - - - -1.5 -6.2 

    
PAT  -2.5 -5.0 0.2 18.5 26.5 

    
EPS basic, cents  -5.0 -9.3 0.3 31.1 44.5 

    
EPS diluted, cents  -5.0 -9.2 0.2 30.7 43.9 

    
Cash flow   FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

    
CFO (post WC)  -1.0 -1.4 3.2 25.0 43.0 

    
Interest paid  - - -0.5 -0.9 -0.9 

    
Tax paid  - - - -1.5 -6.2 

    
Net CFO  -1.0 -1.4 2.7 22.5 35.9 

    
Capex (incl Exploration)  -8.9 -11.5 -6.2 -6.8 -9.1 

    
CFI  -8.9 -11.5 -6.2 -6.8 -9.1 

    
Dividends  - - - - - 

    
Issue of shares  3.9 7.7 - - - 

    
Net debt proceeds / (repaid)  3.1 6.9 1.8 -1.0 -8.4 

    
CFF  6.9 14.5 1.8 -1.0 -8.4 

    
Net cash flow  -3.0 1.6 -1.7 14.7 18.3 

    
Cash cf    1.0 2.6 0.9 15.6 33.9 

    
Balance Sheet   FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

    
Cash  1.0 2.6 0.9 15.6 33.9 

    
Receivables/prepayments  0.2 0.4 1.6 4.1 5.6 

    
Inventories  0.1 0.2 1.3 2.2 2.6 

    
Current assets  1.4 3.6 4.1 22.2 42.5 

    
Exploration and PPE  33.5 47.8 54.4 54.9 53.9 

    
Non-current assets  35.0 49.4 55.9 56.5 55.4 

    
Total assets  36.4 53.0 60.0 78.7 97.9 

    
Payables/provisions  1.1 2.3 3.8 4.3 5.3 

    
Borrowings ST  0.5 7.9 1.0 8.4 10.5 

    
Current liabilities  2.1 11.1 5.7 13.6 16.6 

    
Borrowings LT  8.7 12.0 18.1 10.2 - 

    
Non-current liabilities  9.4 12.9 19.0 11.1 0.9 

    
Total liabilities  11.5 24.0 24.7 24.7 17.5 

    
Net assets   24.9 29.0 35.4 53.9 80.4 

    
Key financial metrics   FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

    
Net debt/(cash) A$m 8.3 17.3 18.2 3.0 -23.5 

    
Av # of sh (diluted) mln 49.7 53.7 59.4 60.5 60.5 

    
EV/EBITDA x - - 27.7 3.9 2.5 

    
PER x - - 610.0 5.0 3.5 

    
FCF (CFO-Capex) A$m -10.0 -12.9 -3.5 15.7 26.7 

    
FCF yield % - - - 17.1% 29.1% 

    
Assets/Equity x 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.2 

    
P/BV x 2.1 3.3 2.9 2.1 1.4 

    
Net Debt/EBITDA x - - 4.6 0.1 - 

    Source: SP Angel       
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DISCLAIMER:  Non-independent research 
This note is a marketing communication and comprises non-independent research. This means it has not been 
prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment 
research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of its dissemination. 

MiFID:  Based on our analysis, we have concluded that this note may be received free of charge by any person 
subject to the new MiFID rules on research unbundling pursuant to the exemptions within Article 12(3) of the 
MiFID Delegated Directive and FCA COBS Rule 2.3A.19.  Further and fuller analysis may be viewed here 
http://www.spangel.co.uk/legal-and-regulatory-notices.html. 

This note has been issued by SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP (‘SPA’) in order to promote its investment services. 
Neither the information nor the opinions expressed herein constitutes, or is to be construed as, an offer or 
invitation or other solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell investments. The information contained herein is 
based on sources which we believe to be reliable, but we do not represent that it is wholly accurate or complete. 
SPA is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information.  
Where the subject of the research is a client company of SPA we will usually have shown a draft of the research 
(or parts of it) to the company prior to publication in order to check factual accuracy, soundness of assumptions 
etc. 

No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information, representations, estimates or opinions 
contained in this note, and no liability is accepted for any such information, representation, estimate or opinion. 
All opinions and estimates included in this report are subject to change without notice. This note is confidential 
and is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, 
directly or indirectly, to any other person or published in whole or in part, for any purpose. 

In some cases, this research may have been sent to you by a party other than SPA, and if so, the contents may have 
been altered from the original, or comments may have been added, which may not be the opinions of SPA. In these 
cases SPA is not responsible for this amended research. 

The investments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors should make their own 
investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and it should be noted that 
investment involves risk.  Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and an investor may 
not get back the amount originally invested.  Where investment is made in currencies other than the currency of 
the investments, movements in exchange rates will have an effect on the value, either favourable or unfavourable. 

This note is intended only for distribution to Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties as defined under the 
rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and is not directed at Retail Clients. 

Distribution of this note does not imply distribution of future notes covering the same issuers, companies or subject 
matter.  

SPA has put in place a number of measures to avoid or manage conflicts of interest with regard to the preparation 
and distribution of research.  These include (i) physical, virtual and procedural information barriers (ii) a prohibition 
on personal account dealing by analysts and (iii) measures to ensure that recipients and persons wishing to access 
the research receive/are able to access the research at the same time. 

You are advised that SPA and/or its partners and employees may have already acted upon the recommendations 
contained herein or made use of all information on which they are based. SPA is or may be providing, or has or 
may have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or investment services in relation to some of 
the investments concerned or related investments. 

SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP is a company registered in England and Wales with company number OC317049 
and its registered office is SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP, 35 – 39 Maddox Street, London W1S 5PP United 
Kingdom.  SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority whose 
address is 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS and is a Member of the London Stock Exchange 
plc. 

SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP definition of research ratings: 

Expected performance over 12 months:  Buy - Expected return of greater than +15%, Hold - Expected return from 
-15% to +15%, Sell - Expected return of less than -15% 

*SP Angel acts as Broker to this Company 

 

http://research.spangel.co.uk/_act/link.php?mId=AO9269123180889961386429966325026&tId=854840663

